
Steam Unit Gas Turbine Blackstart Test Scope 
  

 
 
A. GOVERNOR CONTROL 
 

a) Control of Power:  Normal Operation 
1. When synchronized to an infinite interconnection, the GT power will have no effect on grid 

frequency because of the large energy within the interconnection.  Therefore, after 
synchronizing to the interconnection, the unit only controls power.  Power is controlled by 
controlling “exhaust temperature”.   In “exhaust temperature control”, the GT synchronizes to 
the grid with a relatively low exhaust temperature (for example 800F), and then the unit 
increases fuel input to the maximum rated exhaust temperature (for example 1,400F).  This 
final exhaust temperature represents the DMNC rating of the unit.  In the NYISO market, these 
units are bid into the market as “on” (DMNC rating) or “off” (0 power).    

2. Under normal operating conditions, only the power is controlled by the turbine governor 
controls.  The GT Frequency is maintained by the electrical grid and the turbine will only 
respond to grid frequency when the grid frequency varies outside of the control system droop 
settings.  On the large interconnections in North America, this does not happen often. 

3. A DMNC test verifies the capability of the black start generator. 
 

b) Control of Frequency and Power:  Steam Plant Black Start Operation 
1. The GT is no longer connected to an infinite interconnection, and must now control frequency 

in addition to power.  To test GTs that start up steam units, the appropriate control is the 
isochronous frequency control so that 60 Hz is continuously controlled to operate plant 
equipment. Note that GTs that are not used to start up steam units but used for system 
restoration will use droop control which is used when multiple turbine-generators are 
synchronized together. 

2. To test the GT isochronous frequency control, no load testing is first required. Testing is done 
to verify that the generator can control 60 Hz, at no-load condition, without any variation of 
speed (hunting).  This test is done after the generator energizes a dead bus.  After verifying 
that the unit can control speed without hunting, the governor controls should be tested to verify 
that it will reliably respond to the change in bus frequency due to a sizable instantaneous load 
energization in the order of 20% of the unit DMNC rating.  A successful governor system 
response will result in the bus frequency to automatically correct to 60 Hz.   

3. If the generator can control frequency and power at no load without hunting and return the 
basepoint to 60 Hz when a sizable load in the order of 20% of DMNC is added, then it can be 
reliably expected that the unit will control frequency and power at all power levels up to DMNC 
value.  

4. What is significant is to test the ability of the governor electronic and mechanical systems to 
respond to sudden frequency changes as a result of load energization.   



 

 
B. EXCITER CONTROL 
 

a) Voltage Control:   Normal Operation 
1. When synchronized to a large electric grid, the excitation system is on “voltage control”, and 

responds to system disturbances that are electrically close to the generator bus.  Generator 
excitation systems automatically control the generator terminal voltage, not the transmission 
bus voltage.  It should be also noted that since normally there are multiple generators close to 
the disturbance, they will all automatically respond thereby making it difficult to verify the 
exciter performance. 

 
b) Voltage Control:  Steam Plant Black Start Operation 

1. When isolated from an electric grid, the generator excitation system must be capable of 
automatically responding to a sizable instantaneous motor load pickup.  The load pickup 
should be in the order of 20% of the unit DMNC rating to verify that the excitations system will 
maintain the bus voltage.  This means that the exciter will automatically increase the unit field 
current, which will increase the lagging VARs, which will in turn maintain the generator terminal 
voltage. 

2. If the generator can control voltage and power at no load without hunting and return the 
voltage desired level when a sizable load in the order of 20% of DMNC is added, then it can be 
reliably expected that the unit will control voltage at all power levels up to DMNC value.  

3. What is significant is to test the ability of the excitation system to respond to sudden voltage 
changes as a result of load energization.   


